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Talented 15.2 All Excellent Trained Trail Horse $ 7,500



Description

Gus is a beautiful unregistered Quarter Horse that’s about as nice as they come!! He stands at a nicely made
15.2 and is 5 yrs old!! Gus has been ridden and camped within Kentucky, through the Badlands of South Dakota
and in the western mountains. He’s a solid trail horse that would be suitable for an intermediate beginner. Gus is
fearless on the trails goes through deep water, over logs, through mud puddles and is use to wildlife. This
gorgeous boy will stand to be mounted will walk off on a loose rein and when asked has a nice trot and a
comfortable lope. He does great in groups and out alone, does great in all types of terrain and is used to



camping. Gus is a well mannered boy that’s used to about everything!! As you will see in his video you can even
shoot a gun off his back!! This beautiful gelding is going to make someone an amazing trail partner!! Gus will
stand for saddling and the ferrier. He will stand to be groomed, bathing and loads/unloads and travels great!! So if
you’re Gus is a beautiful unregistered Quarter Horse that’s about as nice as they come!! Gus's owner has done a
fantastic job desensitizing and training him in about everything you can to make him the best trail partner!! He
stands at a nicely made 15.2 and is 5 yrs old!! Gus has been ridden and camped with in Kentucky, through the
Badlands of South Dakota and in the western mountains. He’s a solid trail horse that would be suitable for an
intermediate beginner. Gus is fearless on the trails goes through deep water, over logs, through mud puddles and
is used to wildlife. This gorgeous boy will stand to be mounted will walk off on a loose rein and when asked has a
nice trot, neck reins, side passes and a comfortable lope!! He does great in groups and out alone, does great in
all types of terrain and is used to camping. Gus is a well mannered boy that’s used to about everything!! As you
will see in his video you can even shoot a gun off his back!! This beautiful gelding is going to make someone an
amazing trail partner!! Gus will stand for saddling and the Farrier. He will stand to be groomed and bathing,
loads/unloads and travels great!! So if you’re wanting a smart, level headed gelding that’s great on the trails then
look no further Gus is going to be your guy!!! Take a look am his video and see just how nice this boy really is!!!

Ad Type: For Sale  Status: Available

Name: GUS  Gender: Gelding

Age: 5 yrs 2 mths  Height: 15.2 hands

Color: Sorrel  Temperament: 2 (1 - calm; 10 - spirited)

Registered: No
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